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How Designer Marcus Koepke Discovered His Purpose™

“I was working at a company with over a million square feet of conference space and lots of 
different conference rooms. Every time I sat in a chair, I would adjust the seat and tension to fit 
me. After several years, I began to notice something very interesting – all the chairs I sat in fit 
me perfectly, no adjustments needed. It finally hit me what was going on. I was the only one 
adjusting the chairs; no one else took the time to adjust them for a comfortable fit. 

“A few years later when I became a furniture designer, I remembered my observation of the 
conference room chairs. If I really wanted to make some headway in furniture design, I knew I 
needed to get around that problem of having to manually adjust a chair every time you sat in it. 
So I designed a chair that used weight activation as an automatic tension adjuster. That way 
everyone’s chair automatically adjusted for them. 

“As a designer, I’m always looking for the next big idea, for what comes after weight activation. 
And that’s what Purpose is. 

“Stand up and walk behind your office chair. Grab the chair’s back and you’ll see the seat move, 
because the two are linked together. The motion of the back and the motion of the chair are 
linked. You need that design for weight activation to work. With Purpose, I decoupled that 
concept. The back and the seat are not connected. The link is now your body. When you sit in 
the chair, you create the link between the seat and the back. Your body is what makes it balance 
correctly. Purpose immediately becomes your chair. 

“It’s designed to move with you so it relieves pressure when you move. Purpose is everybody’s 
chair — that’s why it’s ideal for conference rooms, classrooms, shared workspaces, training 
areas and other community spaces. 

“Wherever you go in life, there’s a chair waiting for you. Just think about it. At the end of every 
destination there’s a chair. Purpose is that chair. It’s ready for you.”

— Marcus Koepke, designer of HON’s new Purpose™ task seating chair
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